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Our token is known as the following ‘BILLION’ ‘BILL Token’ ‘Billion 

Token’ and was created by a Founder, Co-founder and Design Lead.

The equity share for the founding team are as follows:

- Founder: 16% 

- Co-founder: 6% 

- Design lead: 3%

Both 16% and 6% wallets are locked.

 

Liquidity has also been locked.

Billion was given its name as there are only 1 Billion tokens in 

circulation and no more can be made.

By purchasing Billion Token, you agree that you are not purchasing 

a security or investment contract and you agree to hold the team 

harmless and not liable for any losses or taxes you may incur. 

Although Billion is a community driven DeFi Ecosystem and not a 

registered digital currency, always make sure that you are in 

compliance with local laws and regulations before you make any 

purchase. Cryptocurrencies are not legal tender and are not 

investments.
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Scams are rife within the ERC and BSC ecosystem. You may of 

heard of the classic Rug Pull? Well, we have made it our mission to 

offer a safe haven for DeFi investors and in turn, save 

the industry Billions of dollars in lost funds due to rug pulls, but 

how? 

We are currently developing NoRug.com, a launchpad that 

will only list safe projects. All projects will be personally vetted 

by our team and must follow extremely strict guidelines along 

with other prerequisites. 

NoRug.com is currently in development and is set to be released 

soon.

You must hold Billion Token (BILL) balance in your wallet in order to 

access top features from NoRug.com, such as, being notified as 

soon as a new project launches and entering the pre-sale lottery.

 

BILL is the only recognised currency on the NoRug.com platform 

and as new users join NoRug.com, more BILL will be purchased.
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Billion Token (BILL) launched on August 5th 2021. There are only 

1,000,000,000 BILLs in circulation and no more can be created.

We felt that offering a low amount of capped tokens would enable 

a ‘store of value’ offering, which compliments BILLs use as a 

currency to access NoRug.com.

We have control over 2 marketing wallets which are vital to our 

marketing strategy. The wallet addresses are as follows:

   0xbac2d1979bb2e62a8c5503e72f01b87d3b487b59

    0xabf8242cbd1f8b8ee0196aa9309d46398ea11319

We always notify our community when we sell from a marketing 

wallet by sending holders the transaction link from Etherscan.

 

Funds from these wallets have been and will be continually used 

for influencer partnerships, ongoing dev work (eg NoRug.com)

listing on exchanges, celebrity influencers, online paid advertising 

and any other future marketing efforts.



Our team is made up of talented individuals based across England, 

Europe and the US.

 

Our mission is to make the DeFi space, safe, fun and secure. We are 

not yet doxxed as all wallets are locked along with liquidity, 

however, when the continued growth of $BILL and NoRug.com 

requires us to dox, we will happily do so.

LAUNCH

Build the community

Collaborate with Influencers

Conceptualize use case

BSC Network Integration 

PREPARING TO SCALE

Partner with Larger Influencers

Launch NoRug.com

1000+ members on NoRug.com

Partner with Other Projects

Launch BILL on Polygon Network

Smart Contract Audit by Top 5 Firm

Get Listed on a Centralized Exchange

Announce another Use Case for BILL

SCALE $BILL AND NORUG.COM

Onboard Celebrity Influencers

Be Listed On ALL Major Chains/Networks

Integrate BILL across other projects

Launch additional Use Cases for $BILL

More Coming Soon… 




